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Kapronasia 

•  A leading provider of market research covering banking, payments, capital markets, and 
cryptocurrency.  

•  Offices: Shanghai, Hong Kong, New Delhi, and Singapore 
•  Provide clients across the region the insight they need to understand and take advantage of 

their highest-value opportunities in Asia and help them to achieve and sustain a competitive 
advantage in the market. 
 

Independent Research  Consulting 
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UN Report on Social Networks & Digital Payment Ecosystems in China 
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China’s consumers are getting smarter 
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Digital Payments are changing the way people shop and spend as they 
move away from cash which will decline by half 2010-2020 

Sources: Kapronasia Analysis, Euromonitor, iResearch 
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Digitization 
China’s digitization is actually more pronounced in 3rd and 4th tier 
cities / provinces, which is helping financial inclusion
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Banks are only involved if a user needs to fill their wallet 

2. User can choose to 
debit their bank account 
directly or use wallet funds 

4. Money moves to 
merchant’s WeChat Pay 
account and can be 
moved to Merchant 
bank account 

1. User selects pay on 
online platform, picks 
mobile wallet  

3. If money is debited 
from bank account, 
debit shows 
immediately. 

Source: Kapronasia 
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Result #1: China’s banks lost RMB 205 billion (US$30 billion) in card fees 
in 2016 

*assumes 0.78% transaction fee) 
Source: Kapronasia Analysis, People’s Bank of China 
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Example of 'visible' WeChat/ Alipay Data 
Transaction 
Date 

Settlement 
Date Currency 

Merchant 
Code Merchant Name Value 

15/02/2016 16/02/2016 ⼈人民币元 3847 消费 深圳市财付通科技有限公司/CHN Tenpay ⼈人民币元99.85 
15/02/2016 16/02/2016 ⼈人民币元 3847 消费 深圳市财付通科技有限公司/CHN Tenpay ⼈人民币元90.00 
15/02/2016 16/02/2016 ⼈人民币元 8609 消费 ⽀支付宝快捷⽀支付/CHN Alipay ⼈人民币元61.74 

Example of ‘visible’ Apple Pay Data	  
21/02/2016	   22/02/2016	  人民币元 5476	  消费 华联罗森有限公司/CHN	   Lawsons	   人民币元99.85	  
22/02/2016	   23/02/2016	  人民币元 5476	  消费 顶全便利店有限公司/CHN	   Family Mart	   人民币元90.00	  
23/02/2016	   24/02/2016	  人民币元 5476	  消费 上海福满家便利有限公司 /CHN	   Shanghai Family Mart	   人民币元11.80	  

Result #2: Also a tremendous loss of transaction data… 

Source: Kapronasia 
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Especially painful when Big Data is the key for the future 
of finance in China	

Baidu Baifa 100 Index Fund 
–  Baifa Index using Baidu financial 

search and user behavior 
–  Data mined and analyzed 
–  Uses a quantitative model along with 

CSI index info to create a financial 
product that has (until recently) 
handily beaten the market 
 

Alibaba / Ant Financial
•  China’s has no comprehensive national personal credit 

database => engaged tech companies to create one
•  Alibaba already has micro-loan and credit rating experience 

from Taobao, now launched sesame credit

Source: Kapronasia 
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Big data + Platforms = Success	

•  Although 1.4 B people using We Chat is a lot, it is 
only 1.4 B 

•  Imagine if you can get those 1.4 B to start booking 
taxis too => 2.8 B customers 

•  Functionality: Book taxis, Pay friends, Buy movie / 
show tickets, Pay bills, Mobile top-up 

•  Platforms are underlying innovation in China 
•  Leveraging technology to provide a product or 

service more effectively to a customer 

Source: Kapronasia 
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China Mobile Functionality 
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WeChat’s Red Envelope Campaign was a game changer 
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WeChat Ascended 
Although we should see WeChat numbers top out in 2018, the integration of payments and social has 
helped WeChat capture significant market share
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What do the millennials think? 

Source: Kapronasia 
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Do not see any differentiation 

Source: Kapronasia 
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And privacy doesn’t seem to be an issue 

Source: Kapronasia 
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Payments were only the start 

Source: Kapronasia 
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Nearly every platform has a fintech play 

13/06/17 20 
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Digital Platform Profitability 
Although many of the platforms may have struggled to achieve profitability 
earlier, Ant & Tencent are making significant digital revenue.
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Situational Finance is the future… 

Social 

Commercial 

Shopping 

Finance 

…being able to offer the right financial service at the 
right time. 

Commercial 

Finance 

Shopping Social 
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So why should you care? 
What China Fintech is doing to banks in China is classic disruption and could happen anywhere 
•  Light regulation around fintech has helped the industry to develop in China, but current regulations 

wouldn’t have hindered the development 
•  China Fintech is expanding internationally rapidly.  

Understanding customer demands and needs is key 
•  You may not understand SnapChat, but you better understand SnapChat 
•  For many years the customer experience in China was awful – this changed 

The answer may not be the obvious one 
•  Payments were loss-making for both Alipay and Tenpay initially – used big data and platforms to build out 

the offering 
•  Balance of what the customers know they want vs. what we can tell them they want. No one knew that we 

needed iphones or QR codes. 
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Summary 

•  The business model of fintech is changing: fees => services as 
fintechs are leveraging payments traffic and and mining data to 
create value 

•  The current uptick in digital payments has left the banks behind: 
they are losing payment fees, but more importantly, data 

•  China has bet big on blockchain, but unclear implications for the 
financial services industry 

•  More regulation to come 
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Visit www.kapronasia.com or send us an email: research@kapronasia.com  
Twitter: @chinafintech 

zennon.kapron@kapronasia.com 


